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Dear reader,

A new season is starting and we face it with great enthusiasm, energy
and desire to continue growing as a team, as engineers and, above all,
as people. The team faces its 19th year as participants of such an
exciting and challenging project as Formula Student. We have come a
long way since 2003, when the team was founded, and the future could
not be more encouraging for all of us.

Last season, after the 2020 and 2021 breaks, we went racing at FSUK, FS
East and FSG, at the Silverstone in the United Kingdom, Hungaroring in
Hungary and Hockenheimring in Germany, where we were able to
learn many things about the competition, the development of the car
and the events that take place. On the other hand, coming back to race
again allowed us to share with other teams the passion for this project,
the adrenaline of competition and the joy of solving problems that we
thought were impossible. In the end, all those winter evenings, all those
nights of work and all those early mornings are worth it when you see
that so much effort begins to pay off.

fs east '22 fsg '22

New
challenges
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The frenzy of the competition ends and, in the middle of the emotional
hangover, it is time to say goodbye to those teammates who will no
longer be on the team. A bittersweet feeling, as you know that those
good times will not be back, but happy and pleased to see how you have
grown both in technical and personal aspects. However, the future is
just around the corner (and barely gives you a week's rest): a new
season, with new members, who in a matter of weeks will become
friends, and new challenges to face as a team.

September comes and you see new faces in the workshop, with that
enthusiasm with which you entered one day and that you still maintain:
an enthusiasm that moves mountains. October rolls by and those new
faces have already become a (wonderful) routine for you: new designs,
new ideas and a lot of work to be done. November arrives and those
ideas begin to take shape: you start to see the first final designs, the first
prototypes and the feeling of contributing to such a big and thorough
project invades you. December has arrived and here we are, saying
goodbye to one year and welcoming the next one.

This project is a long-distance race, full of obstacles and complicated
curves to overcome. As an individual, we will be able to progress, but we

will end up stumbling over some of the obstacles. As
a team, we will be able to reach the finish line. When
we return from the Christmas break, we will have to
face the quiz exams to qualify for the competitions,
so, dear reader, the next time we meet, we hope to
give you some great news.

UPM Racing wishes you a Merry Christmas.

César fernánez, 
team leader
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Intech3D is an additive manufacturing technology consultancy. We offer
consulting in the integration of 3D printing in the value chains of
companies. We are official distributors of the most reliable 3D printing
brands in the market and we have different technologies such as FFF,
SLA, DLP and 3D scanners.

What can Intech3D offer its customers: only manufacturing or does it
also intervene in the design?

Our consulting service includes advice on the choice of the right
technology, on the material to be used, as well as the commercialization
of 3D equipment, consumables and spare parts. 

We are involved in the technology integration process, supporting our
customers at all times. We offer customized training for the correct use of
hardware and software, according to the sector and the customer's
needs.

INTERVIEW WITH

For those who don't know about you, who is Intech3D?

What is Intech3D's greatest strength? In what area can it be considered a
cutting-edge company?

We have two main strengths that fit very well together: on the one hand,
our consultants and advisors, and on the other hand, our technical
support team. The consultants are responsible for advising companies in
their digitization process, helping them to choose the right technology
for the application they want to develop. 

The technical support, made up of expert engineers in 3D printing
technologies, provide technical assistance to our customers at all times.
They are present to solve problems, resolve doubts and help customers
who are looking to innovate with new materials or want to expand their
production capacity. Customer support is our greatest asset.
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We like to support innovative projects that are committed to offering 3D
printing solutions. It is the best way to get more and more students
interested in the technology and develop new ideas using additive
manufacturing.

We are working with more and more sectors, because many companies
are willing to innovate with 3D printing technologies and we help them
in finding the right solution. Currently, we have customers in the
following sectors: mechanical, railway, automotive, architecture,
electronics, jewelry, medical, education.

With which sectors do you usually work?

Can you tell us about any groundbreaking or unique project you are
working on?

This year we are also distributors of Print&Go, a software that helps to
increase the productivity of 3D printing equipment thanks to automated
management. In this way, our customers can plan their work efficiently
and know the status of all their prints remotely.

Moving on to Formula Student, why did you decide to participate in a
project like this?
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We bring years of experience and knowledge in the application of 3D
printing in different and innovative projects, as well as in the use of
materials that offer very diverse solutions.

You have contributed to the manufacture of the engine cooling
housings, very complex parts with demanding sealing and resistance
requirements. Was the manufacture a challenge for you?

Each piece and each new project is a challenge. The projects that come
to us go through various stages before they are executed. In these
phases, we evaluate the optimum technology for manufacturing the
component, the material that can withstand the thermal, mechanical
and chemical conditions, as well as the feasibility of production.

These parts have not been an exception, given the high thermal and
mechanical performance required, we have opted for a PA (polyamide)
with carbon fiber fillers and use PVA as a support material to be able to
remove it easily as it is water soluble. As for the equipment, we have used
an Ultimaker S5 that has allowed us to work with both materials
seamlessly.

How can Intech3D contribute in a project like this? 

In which parts of a single-seater like
this do you think you could offer
suitable innovative solutions?

We can say that all plastic parts can
be replaced by 3D printing and thanks
to this technology, we can have
lighter, geometrically complex parts
and even some entire assemblies.
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We are looking for commitment and
the capacity to adapt to the challenges
of working with technologies that are
constantly changing. We offer to be a
part of an innovative company that
seeks to be at the forefront of 4.0
technologies. 

3D printing brings the possibility of printing lightweight and very
resistant parts, thanks to the wide range of materials available. In
addition, the design iteration is smaller and obtaining prototypes and/or
final parts is much faster.

What are the advantages of 3D-printed parts in single-seaters of this
type?

This type of single-seaters require fireproof materials or with
important mechanical resistance without neglecting the weight. How
does Intech3D face this kind of challenges? What solutions do you
have? 
The range of materials that can be used for 3D printing is very wide,
hence there are polymers that meet all the requirements demanded. The
important thing is to choose the right one for the right function and to
know its characteristics at the time of printing. 

Not all materials behave in the same way, so it is important to know their
parameters and if necessary, adapt/modify the 3D design to achieve the
best results.

What does Intech3D offer to a future
engineer like those of us involved in this
project? What do you look for in someone
who wants to join the company?
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CARBON FIBERCARBON FIBER
MONOCOQUEMONOCOQUE

MANUFACTURINGMANUFACTURING
Carbon fiber monocoque chassis have been used in the
production of Formula 1 cars for more than 30 years. The main
advantage of using this technology is that it is extremely
lightweight compared to traditional steel or aluminum chassis.
This makes it possible to reduce the weight and therefore
increase the performance of the vehicle.

At UPM Racing we are currently manufacturing our third
monocoque with the collaboration of the National Institute for
Aerospace Technology (INTA). A composite chassis that serves as
the backbone of our next prototype, the UPM 05E.

The initial step in the
construction of a Formula
Student car is the
manufacture of the
monocoque, the survival
cell that houses the driver
and the high and low
voltage batteries in the case
of those powered by
electric motors.
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The first step of the process takes place many months before
touching any fiber, it starts in the design center. The monocoque
is made in 3D with CAD programs taking into account any
requirements that other divisions of the team may have in order
to incorporate the size of the batteries, the pilot's pedals and the
suspension among others.

From this design, a full-size replica of the external shape and
dimensions of the monocoque is created, from which a lower
and upper mold will be created.

Building a monocoque is not
just about carefully layering
fiber of various materials
into a mold (although that
takes up most of the work),
but it is also about
understanding how to
optimize tooling, the
lamination process, the
machining required once
the chassis has cured, and
the meticulous bonding
needed to glue the parts
together.

This essential component is super-complex, costly and the
biggest job of the season for our Chassis and Aerodynamics
divisions.

In the first part of the season, while other divisions are designing
and simulating the rest of the car's components, around 15 team
members are constantly at INTA's installations to advance the
chassis manufacturing.
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It is of vital importance when it comes to making the sections, as
this will largely determine the fatigue strength of the part and its
flexibility. Normally each section is constructed with layers of
fiber in different directions and depending on the area of the car,
carbon, aramid or glass fiber is used. 

In the manufacture of the monocoque, a series of compactions
are carried out, which consist of subjecting the layers placed in
the mold to vacuum pressure every 3 or 4 applications during a
determined period of time. This ensures a perfect compaction of
the fiber layers with each other before the curing process. When
all the fiber layers have been glued one on top of the other in the
mold, it is time to 'cook' it in an autoclave, a high-temperature,
high-pressure oven, so that the resin dries and the part attains
the desired stiffness.

Once the mold is finished, the
bulk of the work consists
largely of laminating, i.e.
starting to build the
monocoque itself. In the same

The replica forms the base of the
female mold, essentially creating a
"negative image" of the chassis, on

which the final layers of fiber
can be applied to form the
monocoque. 

mold the patterns will be
laminated following the
lamination sheets, created
to ensure symmetry with
the aluminum honeycomb
core. 
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The monocoque is constructed in two parts, one upper and one
lower, and is incredibly complex. In total, some 600 laminating
operations, 30 vacuum compaction operations and 10 complete
autoclave curing cycles are performed, all with several different
fiber materials, different thicknesses of honeycomb core and
various adhesives.

Once the two halves are finished, they are bonded together with
an additional laminate strip that joins the overlapping layers.

Once finished, the chassis is delivered to the assembly shop at
INSIA, where the engines, suspension, hydraulics and electronics
will be added to make it a fully functional car.
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Apart from dean, you were a student at these egineering school.
What is your fondest memory as an ETSII student? What was the
biggest lesson you learnt?

During the 6 years of my studies at that time, I combined my studies with
playing different sports at our school and I have very good memories of that.
I was involved in the sports club organizing the tennis tournament, I was
the basketball team deputy, I played soccer with my class friends in the
internal league.... 

As for the biggest lesson, the first day I entered, a friend's brother, who was
a student at the school, told me: "This is an endurance race, not a sprint".
Maybe it seems a cliché that they tell you the first day of college, but it is an
advice that everyone should apply: take it easy, study, work, and you will get
to the end, don't get overwhelmed and enjoy the journey.

INTERVIEW WITH ÓSCAR GARCÍA,
DEAN OF ETSII
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And as dean of this school, what is the biggest challenge you
have faced?

Undoubtedly the management of COVID. Not so much when we had to
go on locked down and you had to go home because you have little to do:
getting Teams up and running, online classes and exams.... Really, the
biggest challenge was going back to the classroom in September 2020.
There were many factors to take into account: shifts, respecting distances,
avoiding crowds.... In a place where there are 4,500 people, this is
practically impossible. The regulations of the authorities were also unclear
and there were constant changes, we were at a crossroads where it was
not that it was difficult, it was that we did not know what we had to do. 

It took a lot and very difficult decisions were made, which fortunately, as
we move on from COVID, one forgets, but at that time they left you
sleepless, all day long thinking about it.

What can an industrial engineer contribute to a project like UPM
Racing?

In the end, it's not that you students can contribute to the team, it's that
you are the team. It sounds very solemn, but if it weren't for you, what
would remain? Without its members there is no team. 

As for the industrial engineer profile, you are the majority because the
car itself combines two areas that are very close to ours, mechanics and
electronics. We also have another component, which is versatility, and
this is what allows us to operate in unusual situations. 

But the team is not only industrial engineers, it has a multidisciplinary
character without which it could not work and that makes it possible for
you to learn from each other. 
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And on the other side of the coin, what do you think that being a
part of this project could bring to a student of this school?

As I mentioned before, I think you have to do something besides studying. If
you get the best academic record, companies are going to want you.
However, maybe that person is very erudite but does not know how to work
in a team. So I think it is very good, and I know that companies value it, that
you complement your studies with another activity, and where better than
this project. 

ETSII is one of the main institutional sponsors of the team, why do
you continue to support it so strongly?

There are people who participate in a volunteer association, in the sports
club... Or if you can, you get involved in a project like UPM Racing where,
in addition to technical learning, you acquire many other skills such as
teamwork, learning from others, possibility to travel to competitions... 

It brings you a lot. You study at our Engineering School because you have
been taught since you were a child that you have to have a career: you
choose industrial engineering because you like it, it is versatile or for
whatever reason. You start studying and you have two options: either you
dedicate yourself 100% to studying, with greater or lesser success, or you
try to share your time doingother things. 

For you. Because we believe it is an extremely valuable educational activity
that allows you, while studying a career that is difficult, to do other things
and apply different knowledge. It is not because we get money or for
visibility, but to keep this initiative alive.
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On the one hand, technology will continue to advance, for 

We also don't know what the university
will be like in 20 years. You can imagine
things but you don't know either.

What will a student initiative like UPM
Racing be like? I don't know, but I
know there will be something. You
have to work as a team, it's something I
see every day and companies ask for it.
Such an initiative like this one will still
be there for sure. Whether it will be a
racing car and whether it will be at
INSIA... I don't know. After all, twenty
years is a long time.

What do you think will be the team's next big challenge? 

In October of this year I was in Australia at a meeting of the network of
universities to which we belong. Walking around the university I saw
some guys pushing a Formula SAE car. Without hesitation, I approached
them and told them that we had a team too. Apparently they had also
been to Hockenheim and remembered the UPM Racing team. It was nice
to see guys from the other side of the world doing the same thing as you
are, participating in a common competition.

In the future, it may turn out to be such a popular competition that
European or even National pre-rounds will have to be held.

Next year the project will be 20 years old, where do you see
the project in 20 years? and our school?

"Without its
members there is

no team"

example, the energy source may change and cars 
may be powered by nuclear fusion, or we 
may go from making cars to making
vehicles that also fly and go by sea....
Endless things can happen. 
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www.upmracing.es @UPMRacing


